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Welcome to AP chemistry! I look forward to meeting you in the fall. A little bit 
about this course: AP chemistry is equivalent to a beginning college 
chemistry class. The class culminates in early May with an AP chemistry 
exam. My mission is to have you ready to take that exam. In order to be 
ready to take the exam, there’s a lot of material to cover in a short amount of 
time. In an effort to hit the ground running I’m assigning the first three 
chapters (1,2 and 3) over the summer. My AP chemistry course is centered 
around my web site, misterchemistry.com. At the website you’ll find a pdf 
version of the book (Chemistry The Central Science), the lecture slides, 
lecture videos using the slides, and problem videos answers to the assigned 
chapter problems. 

Here’s how we’re going to cover book chapters in this class:

actively watch the lecture videos or read actively read the chapter

practice doing the assigned chapter problems — do the circled 
problems in the packet, and you’ll find the answers to the questions on 
the website under Problem Videos
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Actively watching the lecture videos or reading the chapter involves: 

getting yourself a spiral notebook 100 pages or 
bigger to use exclusively for AP chemistry

writing out the definitions of the key terms

writing out and attempting the practice problems 
found in the body of the chapter

making sketches of any meaningful diagrams

Points will be given in September for demonstrating actively watching the 
lecture video series 1-8 or actively reading chapters 1-3 (you can and should 
do both).

A short five or six question quiz involving questions from the chapter 
problems will be given to check for understanding. 
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The pattern of actively reading or watching and attempting problems before 
we cover the material in class will be repeated though out the year. This is so 
that class time can be more dedicated to discussing the topic,working 
through problems and doing laboratory activities, rather than listening to me 
lecture. We’re going to have fun, work hard and learn a lot next year. Have a 
good summer.

Sincerely,  

Mr. Coulter






































